Supplier Management
Cross organizational collaboration in development & quality departments

Background

The market requirement of increasing the efficiency of the companies lead to the situation that manufactures and suppliers concentrate their energies on their core competencies. Development tasks will be outsourced to Tier1 or Tier2 suppliers in form of module or component awards.

Increasing demands in terms of product and process, more complex products, greater involvement of subcontractors in the own development process as well as the increase of interconnection between modules, components and suppliers among each other lead to an increased desire for detailing the interface between manufacturer and supplier on both sides.
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Our Offer

For supplier
- „Fit for Automotive“
  Together with you we implement industry- or customer-specific process requirements in your organization to you as a supplier closer to the automotive sector
- Interim Project Management
  Together with you we establish an efficient project management in your development project to support you as a supplier perfectly.
- Interim Quality Planning
  Based on the your and our experiences we establish a quality planning which will be suitable for your product development
- Interface Management
  We support you in the design of the interfaces between the manufacturer and the supplier (Change and ticket management)

For manufacturer/buyer
- Supplier analysis & evaluation
  Based on our and your experiences we will support you in the identification and ongoing evaluation of suppliers, furthermore we will develop potential KPIs for your suppliers.
- Supplier Controlling
  Support in the establishment and maintenance of Supplier Controlling based on reporting tools, supplier cockpits or project checklists
- On-site supplier support
  We support on request your suppliers in developing their processes and plans and establish a transparent reporting

Our reference

- INVENSITY has been able to contribute its expertise in supply chain management success on a variety of projects. In addition to supplier controlling of Tier1 and Tier2 suppliers for major OEMs and Tier1 Suppliers, INVENSITY Consultants have already been working intensively on site for developing suppliers of different OEMs.
- INVENSITY consultants implement and fill the interfaces between manufacturer and their suppliers, coordinate their activities and information flow.
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